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Overview 
 
Google Drive is a widely used collaboration tool. It was originally, and largely still is, marketed as cloud 
storage, but for various reasons it may not be the best choice for this. It does offer access to a suite of 
production software similar to software collections such as Open Office or Microsoft Office. Its greatest 
value is as a tool for sharing files and records, as well as allowing multiple parties to collaborate in 
editing these files. It also serves as a platform that allows surveys and forms to be posted, collecting 
responses in a spreadsheet so the data is ready to use. 
 
Primary Assumptions 
 
Google has had a set of production applications, alternately called Google Tools and Google Apps in 
various Google publications. Because of the popularity of early online storage applications such as 
Dropbox, Moxy, and Box.net, to name just a few, Google began to offer online storage. Besides being 
able to upload music, photos and documents to the Web, where the user could access them anywhere 
there was Internet, documents created with Google Apps and those sent and received through Google 
mail could be conveniently stored under the same account as used for these services. This is Google 
Drive, with a name implying a storage drive. 
 
Google Drive can be a very useful for storing files, working in many ways like other storage with the 
ability to create and arrange folders and set access permissions on these. It comes with a significant 
amount of free storage these days, and in the case of storage for organizations or project teams, it is 
readily available to all members, assuming correct configuration. This makes short-term storage and 
collective storage a natural.  
 
The problems with Google Drive as primary or backup long-term storage are security or privacy related. 
For instance: 

● Google Drive, by design, allows multiple people to access the files of one or more user. Although 
the users can set permissions on the files, mistakes happen. In the cybersecurity community it is 
recognized that allowing access to an online account is a major risk. One never knows what 
vulnerabilities have recently been introduced to Google, its tools, the browsers others are using, 
or attached to links sent between users to allow access. 

● Google is a very, very large enterprise with multiple types of operations, thereby creating many 
potential vulnerabilities that can be exploited. Google Drive is not solely a storage platform, 
and because of this priorities may cause such vulnerabilities to be overlooked until it is too late. 

● Cloud storage providers should be able to assure the user that the storage is in the same 
country, explain the basics of how the storage works, and assure privacy for files in its control. 
Not only can Google not do these things, its business model is based on tracking, collecting, and 
disseminating data about the use of its services. While there frequently is no personally 
identifiable information collected, the amount of data is so large that patterns can be detected.  

● Apart from loss of privacy, criminals can detect patterns that may help target a victim without 
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even knowing who that person is. 
● Gmail is one of the most widely used Web based email systems. The most common 

arrangement is for Google Drive to be on the same account as a user’s Gmail. Email is one of the 
weakest links for cybersecurity. If Gmail is hacked, Google Drive is often also compromised. 

● Google frequently changes its end user and privacy agreements. This may result in changes that 
affect access but which may pass unnoticed. 

● Google and Facebook accounts are currently used as a way to access many accounts using only 
one username and password. A great number of sites offer the user the choice of creating a new 
account or using Facebook or Google. With so many passwords to remember, the temptation is 
great; even though one knows that it is unsafe to use the same password for multiple accounts. 
The author of this module has been given this access option on accounts that will store payment 
information, but cybersecurity best practices do not accept using credentials from an account 
that may be accessed by many as a way to get to a file with payment information. 

 
Besides, Google Drive storage is not generally needed. Free online storage is offered with Internet 
services, mobile services, computer purchases, software purchases, and more. The author of this 
module gets reminders of his available free storage from over 27 potential accounts. Most have at least 
2G of storage and the opportunity to build to 10-15G. Of course, many of the safety and privacy 
concerns above would apply.  No, Google Drive’s greatest value lies not in storage capabilities, but in 
its ability to offer online applications and collaboration. 
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Fig 1. Several of Google’s tools can be accessed from the sign in page for Google. They may all be linked 
to the account. The tri-colored Mobius-shaped figure in the middle of the second line from the bottom is 
the Google Drive.  
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Fig 2. Google focuses on trying to combine separate operations and Web applications to be accessed 
through one portal. Apart from allowing one to combine services within Google, Google is often offered 
as an access portal to other sites or apps. 
 
Hardware and Software 
 
Google Drive is actually a fairly simple example of Software as a Service (SaaS). It allows the user to set 
up an account and then use various types of software online. The product is saved under the account 
name. What was once a separate suite of online software, Google Apps, is now available for use as part 
of this SaaS platform. This is a collection of software much like the other commercial and open source 
office suites. There is a word processor, drawing software, presentation software for slideshow 
presentations, and spreadsheets. We will not go into great detail with these applications, as each is a 
separate application, similar to those found in MS Office, for example. While not as robust as most of 
the independent office suites, these tools are very useful and can do much if not all that a user may 
require; enough, at any rate that there is not room to detail it here. The Google tools can also import 
other file formats, such as MS Word .doc, and export as the same formats. We will leave the reader to 
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explore these applications. We will later briefly discuss an additional app in the toolkit which is designed 
to work in a Web environment. This is Google Forms. 
 
 
 

 
 
Fig 3. The Google Apps can be accessed from the opening screen for Google Drives. Several other links 
are there, and the settings allow the user to set parameters on use. Note the “Backups” link. While the 
drive is generally not recommended for regular backups, it has the folder as part of the image of cloud 
storage 
 
 
Forms 
 
Google Forms allows a user to set up a survey with answers in text, multiple choice, “check all”, and 
most formats one would expect to see in an online form. The results of the survey can be emailed each 
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time a form is completed, or stored in a spreadsheet on the drive. Forms can be used for registrations, 
surveys, quizzes, or as ballots in an election or to collect opinions. Spreadsheets and the other tools 
allow the user to analyze and present the data. This is a very convenient and often overlooked aspect of 
Google Drive. 
 

 
 
Fig. 4 The form used for this survey was accessed by a link sent to each potential respondent. The 
answers were automatically placed in this spreadsheet. 
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Workflow 
 
Google Drives has several features that make online collaboration easy. They can be better listed than 
described as a step-by-step process, although some must obviously occur before others: 

● Google Drive will allow each of several users to create and edit documents of any of the types 
listed in the Google Apps. 

● Users and owners of accounts are tied to email addresses 
● To work together on a document, at least one user must have a google account linked to a gmail 

account. This person is the owner of the account. 
● The owner of the account has control of access to the content of the drive. 
● Any or all other users may have Google accounts based on a gmail address. These people are 

recognized and accorded privileges based on the accounts they now own 
● When a document is created in a Google Drive account, the owner may invite whoever they 

wish to view, download or edit the documents.  
● Each document can be provided with different permissions for different users. 
● As long as all users invited to edit a document have accounts with gmail addresses, they may 

make edits online in real time. 
● Google automatically saves the changes in the document. 
● If two or more people are working on the same document at the same time, a log is created to 

track the changes. It I possible to determine which version is the newest. Documents that have 
been shared with the owner from another user appear in a folder for “shared with me.” (Fig 5) 
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Fig 5 
 
● It is not necessary to create a Google account with a gmail address, but such an account will 

have limited permissions with the document. The user may view or download the document, 
but not edit. However, the account owner may click on the document settings (right click on 
document), click share (Fig 6) and grant permission to any user to edit by first selecting the 
option to allow editing (Fig 7), then fill in the email of the user you wish to allow to edit. You 
may also click advanced options and invite more users, or copy the permission link there and 
email it to others. (Fig 8) The user just uses the link to access the document. The caveat is that 
the user’s edit will not be identified but listed as “anonymous.” 
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Fig 6 
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Fig 7
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Fig 8 

 
 

 
The basic steps of using the Google Drive for collaborating on a document are essentially for someone to 
create the document, invite others to collaborate, grant editorial permissions, and share. There are 
many little things that can be done to add to the versatility of this application. The knowledge base 
through Google help is quite good, and there are many tutorials available for individual tasks you may 
wish to try. Just experiment. 
 
More About Google Drive and Google Apps 
  
To learn more details about the individual apps (Write, Draw, Sheets, Forms, Slides, and other products), 
check out the tutorials at  https://gsuite.google.com/learning-center/products/ . There are more 
insights into Google Drive in general there, although, because it is a Google product and they promote it 
as they wish, it is somewhat promoted as an alternative cloud storage site. One must decide for oneself 
if this is your preference. 
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